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Since founded in 2007, Genplus Auto Parts Co., Ltd. has been a major 
and specialized player in designing, developing and manufacturing 

high-quality and innovative LED lighting fixtures, claiming so far to 
have accumulated abundant know-how and expertise in lighting optics, 
optical design, lighting-fixture R&D etc.

    Furthermore, Genplus stresses that it insists on offering high-efficiency 
manufacturing, stringent quality-control (QC), and comprehensive after-
sales services, with such commitment to global customers that has 
gained repeated praise.

    The LED lamp maker clarifies the significance behind its corporate 
name "Genplus," which combines "Genius" and "Plus," with the former 
representing the firm's creativity and commitment to developing newer and 
better products, and the latter symbolizing its devotion to brainstorming 
products that exceed customers' expectations.

    Genplus says it chooses to mainly develop LED lighting fixtures due to 
its high regard for environmental protection and road safety. After years 
of continuous and rapid business growth, Genplus' quality and innovative 
products are widely welcome among customers in major markets such 
as East Asia, Europe, America, as well as being extensively installed 
in passenger cars, buses, trucks, motorcycles, ATVs/UTVs, agricultural 
vehicles, forestry vehicles, mining machinery and vehicles, construction 
vehicles etc.

    The company supplies wide-ranging LED lighting products, including LED fog lamps, 2-in-1 LED fog lamp+daytime 
running light (DRL), LED work lamps, LED light bars etc., most of which meeting  SAE, ECE etc. standards. Genplus is 
an ISO 9001- and ISO/TS 16949-approved company, showing its capability in R&D, product quality, and management.

    Genplus says that it will continue to focus on researching and designing vehicular LED lamps, while providing quality 
products and satisfactory services to customers worldwide. The innovative maker also invites proposals of innovative 
ideas related to LED vehicular lamps, simply because it has R&D and manufacturing capacities to be the best partner 
to turn ideas into marketable products.


